
West Milford Girls Softball

2010 T-Ba" -Instructional Drills

Drill #1- Tennis Ball Toss:
No Gloves!

1. Put players in pairs
2. Put players approximately 3 yards apart on their right knee (left knee if lefty)
3. Give one line the tennis ball to start drill

Coaching Points:
Throwing

1. Good Throwing "posture"
2. Arm extended with the elbow above the shoulder
3. Point the "glove hand" at the target
4. Full motion follow through (hand on the opposite pocket)

Catching
1. Eyeson the ball
2. Arms slightly extended, elbows bent
3. "Thumbs together", soft hands
4. Bring the ball to you

Drill #2 - Long Toss:
With Gloves - Normal Ball

Coaching Points:
Throwing

1. Standing-Eagle Position elbow above the shoulder
2. Glove at the target
3. Follow through hand in the opposite pocket
4. Work to "snap" the throw

Catching
1. Same as drill #1
2. Work to transition the ball from the glove to the throwing hand into the "eagle

position" .



1. Pair players up
2. Five yards apart
3. Player one will roll the ball to player two
4. Player two MUST be in a good fielding position before the ball is rolled
5. Player two fields the ball and transitions to the "EAGLE" and throws the ball back
6. Player one works on catching skill of the previous two drills
7. 10 ground balls per player

Drill #3 - Fielding Position/Ground Ball Drill

Coaching Points:

Stance
1. Good athletic position
2. Glove open - thumbs up "Gator Position"
3. Off your heels - balls of your feet
4. Balance - side to side movement

Drill:

Drill #4 - Fly Ball Drill
Tennis balls only

Coaching Points:
1. Players in a semi-circle
2. Good set position
3. First: toss the ball straight so there is no player movement
4. Do not extend your arms!
5. Thumbs up and together
6. Nose in the picture
7. Elbows slightly bent - soft hands
8. Do Not stab at the ball
9. Catch the ball with your "eyes"

Variation Drill - Advance to this

1. Throw the ball over the right or left shoulder
2. Emphasize opening hip and shoulder to side the ball is traveling
3. Step back not in
4. Position under ball
5. Emphasize #4-#9



1. Good Stance
2. Bat angle proper
3. Weight Neutral
4. Emphasize Hips turn and hand to the ball
5. Eyeson the ball head in the hitting zone
6. Hit the ball with your eyes

Drill #5 - Soft Toss:
Bats and Helmets

Coaches will soft toss 10 balls per player


